
The Application

The Application was developed at Meridion in 2018, by Johan Bystedt (CEO) and Johan 
Cervell (Senior Business Consultant). An extension to the BI-Tool Qlik was created 
which enabled visualization of data with images. The first application was installed at AB 
Volvo to visualize one of their warehouses.

A business value analysis of the application was carried out in 2020, which 
demonstrated that streamlining various warehousing activities entailed financial 
advantages. The analysis also emphasized the value of using the application as 
decision support by the customer.

The Application enables the customer to get a direct 
insight into their warehousing activities with the goal of 
streamlining warehousing activities and reducing related 
costs. With help of the application, the user can quickly 
locate where SKU’s with high frequent transactions 
are located, and take actions to relocate these at more 
favorable locations, aisles and zones.

The applications also includes analyses that regards ABC 
categorization, empty locations, fill-rate, stock-taking, 
brand analysis, picking analysis and much more.

The Benefits Our offer
Identification of improvement areas in 
the warehousing

Licenses via Meridion Cloud
1,000 SEK/month and user

Decision support in order to make 
warehousing activities more efficient The implementation and development are 

carried out for 10 days, including warehouse 
mapping, workshops and pre-analysisBetter overview of the warehousing 

activities

Historical comparison of the efficiency 
of the warehouse

You provide data including location naming 
and logic, quantities, transactions, and more

AB Volvo has implemented the tool in both Sweden
and Singapore.

Qlik WHS Visualization

Meridion was founded in 2005 and is an independent Consultancy firm that develops and realizes efficient 
supply chains and logistics processes. Meridion has long years of substantial experience of business 
development and business systems, especially in Infor M3, from multiple companies and industries.
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